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i find windows 8 the best as per windows, since windows 7 they copy what they are doing and still
win in most cases with an upgrade. in my experience windows 7 my bigit searching with dictionary

words. if i could start my own company again i would use.net for everything. i want to thank all those
who have created this product. i have been using foxpro since early versions and i actually feel that
this is the best foxpro version released. i know that will not apply to all my customers, but it is one of
the reasons that got me to purchase the license. thank you joel. i was using foxpro since 1992. when
i learned about the availability of the trial version i did not hesitate to change to the new windows 7
to keep working in the old version of the product that used the exact same method. i would like to
say that it worked perfectly with my customer, my customer no problems, nothing similar about. i
bought a copy of foxpro vfp9, and it has been almost perfect. i absolutely love the web technology
by the way. (see above.) i would feel so bad if i did not sign up for the trial version, and be able to

continue using my only product. (forgive me if that is not how you view it.) last year a friend told me
about a technology that can harness modern cloud technologies so you can serve those applications
from all over the world. (i use a version of foxpro on a personal computer too, and i sure would like

to use the same technology.) i have been using this technology for almost one year, and it is
awesome. my friend has a very good reason for not using this technology, but i made the plunge
anyway. the trial version also includes the machine code of all the units, and it is very easy for
people to quickly and cheaply code vfp applications. as a bonus, if a software company needs

someone with foxpro knowledge, there is a very good reason for hiring a programmer; they will get
access to 100% of the code and all the training.
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